U N C H A R T E D T E R R I T O R Y.
DU VERRE HARDWARE’s NEW WAVE Collection by Gina Lubin REFLECTS
THE FUTURE OF ECO-FRIENDLY HARDWARE DESIGN.
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Inspired by beautiful sea vistas and the beckoning horizon lines of exotic oceans,
Du Verre Hardware introduces the WAVE collection.
Graphically strong, Wave plays with light and texture in a most compelling way.
Whether you choose to install the hardware vertically or horizontally the pattern changes
to reflect the ambient light. Three rich and lustrous finishes enhance the eco-friendly
recycled aluminum hardware. Two knobs and four pulls are available in Satin Nickel,
Antique Brass and Oil-rubbed Bronze.
Gina Lubin is the co-founder with Gavin Mclean of Du Verre Hardware. Acting as
Creative Director and occasional hardware designer, Lubin wears many hats. “I am so
excited about the Wave Series. I think it turned out very well. One starts innocently by
drawing and playing with clay re-connecting with your inner child. When you finally see
your small sculptures realized in metal it is thrilling.”
Du Verre Hardware is a leader in quality and original design for contemporary cabinet
hardware. With an outstanding roster of award winning designers, Du Verre Hardware
collections are an indispensable resource for design loving consumers and professionals
alike. Du Verre Hardware can be found in some of the most beautiful interiors being
created today.
Du Verre Hardware is environmentally friendly. The cabinet hardware is made from
recycled aluminum and is compatible with LEED objectives. All pieces are finished by
hand, so small variations in the final color may occur. These variations add warmth and
beauty to each piece and are considered an integral part of the design. All items are in
stock for quick shipping. Du Verre ships around the world.
For more information about Wave or any of Du Verre Hardware’s other collections
please contact us at 1-888-388-3773 or www.duverre.com.
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